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ABSTRACT

About five thousand spent fuel elements from RA reactor have been stored for over 30 years in
sealed aluminum barrels in the spent fuel storage pool. This way of storage does not provide
complete information about the state of spent fuel elements or the medium inside the barrels, like
pressure or radioactivity. The technology has been developed and the equipment has been
manufactured to inspect the state of the spent fuel and to reduce eventual internal pressure inside
the aluminum barrels. The realization of this technology was started in 1999 but due to political
and financial difficulties was not completed. In September the year 2000 the work was restarted.
Two different ways of RA reactor spent fuel elements preparation for transportation or long-term
storage are considered: ôall fuel elements canning without leak-tightness testingö and ôall fuel
elements leak-tightness testingö. It is believed that the first option offers several distinct
advantages, which can be summarized as: greater reliability in the course of transportation or dry
storage; higher safety for workers; lower expenditures for non-standard equipment
manufacturing; shorter duration of work.
Key words: nuclear reactor, spent fuel, fuel management, long-term storage, storage pool

Introduction

The 6.5 MW heavy-water moderated and cooled research reactor RA was designed and
constructed by specialists from former USSR. It was in operation from 1959 to 1984, when it was shut
down for reconstruction. Due to both technical and political reasons the reconstruction of the reactor
has not been completed.

Spent fuel, resulting from operating the reactor RA is presently stored in three different ways:
in original stainless steal channel-type containers (about 2600 spent fuel elements); in sealed
aluminum barrels (about 5000 spent fuel elements); in fuel channels of the drained reactor core (about
500 spent fuel elements) [1]. Only one fuel element lost leak-tightness during reactor operation. The
state of the fuel stored in the original containers could be relatively easily inspected. Results of water
sampling from 28 stainless steel channel-type spent fuel containers indicate that at least one fuel
element is leaking in more than 8 containers [2]. Repacking of spent fuel into aluminum barrels was
introduced in the early sixties. Since probability of the fuel elements leaking depends on the duration
of their storage, it can be supposed that the oldest fuel from aluminum barrels include the same or
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higher percentage of leaking fuel elements as the fuel from channel-type containers. It can be assumed
that the most probable minimum number of leaking fuel elements in channel-type containers and
barrels is 200.

It should be mentioned that during more that thirty years of storage, as a result of a relatively
large surface of aluminum in contact with water inside a barrel, and eventual gaseous fission products
release from the leaking fuel, pressure inside the barrels might have increased. Calculated value of
internal pressure under which a barrel fails is about 10 bar. In case of barrel failure under this pressu-
re, about 20 liters of gaseous matter (mainly hydrogen) would be released to the working room where
the storage pool is located, while the water from the failed barrel would mix with the pool water.

In order to reduce a potential danger of spent fuel elements storage in barrels and to get
information about state of spent fuel elements a joint Russian – Yugoslavian project was initiated in
1998 [3]. The immediate goal of the project is to perform underwater drilling of aluminum barrels and
inspect the state of the repacked spent fuel elements by analyzing water and gas samples taken from
these barrels. The Yugoslavian side performed preparatory activities as preliminary removal of the
sludge from the bottom of the pool, sludge conditioning and disposal as well as mechanical filtration
of the pool water in order to decrease its turbidity [4]. The Russian side developed technological route
for performing underwater drilling of aluminum barrels and inspection of water and gas samples [5].

Venting of Aluminum Barrels and Determination of Spent Fuel Characteristics inside
the Barrels

RDIPE jointly with other Russian organizations has developed the equipment to fulfill
technological route. The equipment has been manufactured partially in Russia and partially in
Yugoslavia.

Before being installed at the spent fuel storage pool, the equipment was tested at special stand
in the RA reactor hall. The aim of testing was to confirm the technical characteristics of the
equipment (the grapple weight-lifting capacity, the protective container leak-tightness, etc.), to check
the remote control and to train the personnel to perform the planned operation.

In 1999 first the channel-type containers were moved from the basin No.4 to the transport
channel in the reactor hall. Then, using the special grapple, all aluminum barrels were moved from the
annex of basin No.4 to the emptied basin No.4 and to the transport channel in the spent fuel storage
room (See Fig.1). So, free space was provided in the annex to organize the working place for
underwater inspection of the aluminum barrels. The rest of the project could not be realized according
to the schedule because of the political and financial difficulties.
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Fig. 1 Basin 4 of spent fuel storage pool: a)- Arrangement of the barrels before
replacement; b)- Arrangement of barrels after replacement.
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In September the year 2000 the realization of the project was restarted and five barrels were
drilled. The technology of the barrels drilling and gas and water sampling incorporated the following
stages (See Fig.2):

- Installation of the support frame with protective container base over the annex to basin 4.
- Replacement of a barrel to the protective base.
- Installation of the protective container cover, with built in drilling device, over the barrel and

sealing of the protective container.
-Drainage of water from the protective container into the storage pool by pressurized inert gas

in order to prevent mixing of water from the barrel with water from the pool.
- Drilling of 15 mm aperture in the barrels lid.
- Measuring the pressure inside the protective container, gas sampling and its analysis.
- Releasing the gas from the protective container and blowing down of the protective

container by inert gas.
- Taking samples of water from the barrel at three different levels by using the capillary

method.

Fig 2. Technological system for barrels
                                                      drilling, ventilation and sampling.

Table 1

Barrel Pressure inside container,
MPa

Total water activity,
Bq/ml

1 - 0,7
2 - 1,3x106

3 - 0,34x106

4 - 300
5 - 118 (Cs137)
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After venting of the barrel was completed and water samples were taken, aperture in the
barrels lid was sealed by a rubber plug, the protective container was opened and the barrel was
transferred to the bottom of the basin 4.

The results of the pressure measuring and gas and water sampling are given in Table 1.
The lack off overpressure inside the barrels and very small gas activity indicates that all

barrels are not leak-tight.
Increased radioactivity of water samples indicates that one or more fuel elements are leaking

in four barrels.

Options for the management of spent fuel elements

The best solution for RA research reactor spent fuel would be shipment back to the supplier.
If this option is not available, the long term, presumably dry, storage has to be provided at the VINČA
Institute side. The technical realization of the long term spent fuel storage depends on the decision
about the future of the RA reactor. If the reactor is to be restarted, a new spent fuel storage facility has
to be provided for the so far irradiated fuel. If it is decided to permanently shut down the RA reactor,
the existing spent fuel storage pool can be modified so to provide radiological protection for
containers with spent fuel stored in dry conditions. In any case, leaking fuel elements can be placed in
the transportation cask or stored in the long-term dry storage facility only if they are placed within a
separate sealed metal can.

Preparation of spent fuel for transportation or long-term dry storage can be performed in two
different ways:
A) - removal of spent fuel elements from the barrels and containers;

- leak-tightness testing of fuel elements;
- separation of the leak-tight fuel elements from the leaking ones;
- leaking fuel elements canning;
- placing of leak-tight fuel elements and cans with leaking  fuel into transportation
  casks or dry storage containers.

B) - removal of spent fuel elements from the barrels and containers ;
- canning of all fuel elements;
 -placing of cans into transportation casks or dry storage containers.

Comparison of the two options (A and B) is performed according to such characteristics as:
radiological affect on workers and environment; necessity for fabrication of non- standard equipment;
time required for work performance; possibility for fuel elements to deteriorate during transportation
or storage [6].

It is believed that <<all fuel elements caning>> offers several distinct advantages over <<all
fuel elements leak-tightness testing>>, which can be summarized as:
A) - greater reliability in the course of transportation or dry storage;

The fuel element leak-tightness tests give information about state of fuel elements at the
moment of testing. The possibility of fuel element leak-tightness loss after tests in the course of
additional operations, such as: removal from leak-tightness test device and their loading in protective
tubes of transport containers and transportation, can not be excluded. That is why it is difficult to
guarantee that fuel elements shall not loose their leak-tightness in the course of their transportation or
storage in a container. Thus, in order to increase the safety and reliability of the RA spent fuel
transportation and storage it is desirable to put spent fuel elements into additional protective can.
B) – smaller expenditures for non-standard equipment manufacturing .
For implementation of the technological route, including leak-tightness testing, the following
equipment should de designed and manufactured:

- leak-tightness testing device;
- gas or water pipe line;
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- sampling device;
- vessels for radioactive waste;
- cans for leaking fuel elements (most probable minimum number is 100).

For implementation of the technological route without leak-tightness testing only cans for all
fuel elements (approximately 800) should be designed and manufactured. The technological
equipment for placing fuel elements into cans and it,s hermetization should be designed and
manufactured in both cases.
C)– smaller duration of work

Estimation of time required to perform preparation of fuel elements loading into transport
containers, or long-term dry storage containers, was made with taking into account the experience of
carrying out similar work.

If leak-tightness test is carried out, the total duration of work is eight months if not – three
months.

Conclusions.
In order to reduce the potential danger of storing the reactor RA spent fuel in sealed barrels

and to get information about the state of spent fuel, a technology has been developed and special
equipment has been designed and manufactured for venting the barrels and taking gas and water
samples from the barrels. The first stage of technological route was fulfilled in 1999. In September the
year 2000 the realization of the technological route was restarted. Water samples from five barrels
were analyzed indicating that one or more fuel elements were leaking in four barrels.

Preparation of RA spent fuel elements for transportation or long-term dry storage could be
performed by two different methods:

- all fuel elements canning;
- all fuel elements leak-tightness testing.
It is believed that <<all fuel elements canning>> offers several distinct advantages over <<all

fuel elements leak tightness testing>>.
If the RA spent fuel elements shipment back to the supplier is not available the dry storage

would be the best solution.
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